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contestant Lauren all suffer "medical emergencies"
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Bill Rice, Jr. Bill Rice Jr.'s Newsletter Mar 29

Mark, I'm starting to think you are never going to run out of sudden illnesses to profile on your Substack.
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Mark Crispin Miller Mar 29 Author

I started to think that some time ago.
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Bill Rice, Jr. Bill Rice Jr.'s Newsletter Mar 29

Please keep posting them, though. This is a real public service. Nobody else in the world is

doing this.
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KundaliniAndCellTowers Mar 29

Does this cataloging come at a cost? Sometimes it feels like a morbid fascination. This is all

anecdotal unless we have real autopsy or coroners' reports, and will those types even tell

us the truth? The enforcement of silence over these people is still in place. When you

consider that the FDA and its German equivalent release documents in FOIA requests that

are nearly entirely redacted, one does wonder when and how justice will be served. The

spineless followers of Rachel Maddow and Jimmy Kimmel will continue to have their easy

out because the perpetrators and Satanists will always deny, deny, deny.

https://www.eugyppius.com/p/massive-german-document-release-sheds
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Bill Rice, Jr. Bill Rice Jr.'s Newsletter Mar 29 · edited Mar 30

If the anecdotal evidence is voluminous enough, you can make some conclusions.

These stories are important because we know no autopsies or real investigations will

ever be performed. Basically, this is all we got.

And those pictures of white, fibrous clots the embalmers find every day all across the

world. That's some tangible evidence that people can see and even feel with their

own hands.
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Bill Rice, Jr. Bill Rice Jr.'s Newsletter Mar 29 · edited Mar 29

I really think this should be all the evidence we really need. Nobody has to read

this long feature story on embalmer Richard Hirschman (who lives 30 minutes

from me!)

Just look at the picture I ran with this story. Those are real. They came out of

vaccinated bodies. Richard finds these almost every day. Is that a picture anyone

would run with a "safe and effective" ad campaign?

https://billricejr.substack.com/p/my-visit-with-historys-most-important?

utm_source=profile&utm_medium=reader2
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Lyn Mar 29

Then there's this, your March 17, 2024 story - Whistleblower reports pulling

clots out of the living

https://billricejr.substack.com/p/stunning-claims-of-whistleblower
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Bill Rice, Jr. Bill Rice Jr.'s Newsletter Mar 30

Thanks, Lyn. I think my follow-up story is even more significant - This is

proof these clots are being found every day ... in the living.

The cath-lab whistleblower found them in emergency surgeries

needed to save these people's lives!

The surgeons that remove them often say, "What the hell is this?"
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Annie Mar 29

Add to the fact that if these were predominantly unvaxxed individuals, the article

would lead with "Another unvaxxed suffering _____ (fill in the blank). With the

obsession of vax passports, why isn't the person's vaxx status stated? Hmmm

🤔
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Patti Mar 31

The media would not miss an opportunity to screw with us unvaxxed if in

fact they were able to. The fact that it is the vaxxed coming down with these

fibrous clots means we will not hear it in the MSM.
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KundaliniAndCellTowers Mar 29

What did Goebbels say, (my paraphrase) if you repeat a lie often enough and big

enough, it will be accepted as fact? Well, I pray our truth telling here will effect

the change we seek.
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Bill Rice, Jr. Bill Rice Jr.'s Newsletter Mar 29

Goebell's pronouncements reached all of Germany. Ours reach 1/10th of ...

Substack.
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John Botica Shouting in space Mar 31

The white fibrous clots… you can bet your life the media will soon be running

stories that they’re caused by “long covid.” And the mind battered pigeons will

swallow it whole.
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MrsSmithSaysSo Mar 29 · edited Mar 29

We can, however, surmise the cause of many of these medical emergencies, quick

cancers, and heart-related issues because of the industries in which they are

occurring - movies, television, music, and professional athletics. When the shots were

rolled out, the policy of no vax, no job was put into place. Similar policy with high

school athletics, and college students and athletes.
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KundaliniAndCellTowers Mar 29

The thing is, it will be "just" an association. We often don't know whether they

got the shot. We don't know the batch numbers for those shots. Even on the rare

occasion that a death or injury is entered into VAERS, investigators have found

those reports often altered or deleted at some point after the entry. And then

some of the ministries of "health" like the UK's, are rigging their data now to

show no increase in "excess deaths"the past 3 years. Don't ask me how they

accomplished that. I am not a statistician. But they did. So I am not hopeful. The

last time a truth teller came forward with info on the intelligence community, like

Vault 7, revealing the CIA's ability to place digital fingerprints of whatever country

they want on whatever cyber crime they wanted, ended up in a life of solitary

detention (Julian Assange). I don't have a robust sense of optimism.
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MrsSmithSaysSo Mar 29

Agreed that there are many unknown variables. It starts with there never

being a clear definition of cause of death by Covid to mean "with Covid" or

"from Covid," the unreliable PCR tests, the wide variation of shot lots, and

goes on from there. That said, and as someone who works with the VA

system in the US, the military may have some more accurate numbers, and

we know that active duty military - all branches - were forced to be

vaccinated and religious expemptions were very rare. Not a stats person

either, although I have been trying to track down death numbers and EMT

calls in my county for 2019-2023; it's not an easy or quick task, esp for the

mathematically-challenged. Every time I try to make sense of the numbers

presented by official agencies, this quote by Mark Twain comes to mind:

"There are three kinds of lies: Lies, Damned Lies, and Statistics.”
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Doctors Are Baffled! 

🙄🙄

Mar 30

Please take a look at Jeff Childers from Coffee and Covid, he tends to look

at the bright side of things and his optimism is infectious! He’s right here on

Substack. Positivity matters!
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SHARON MAHOE SHARON’s Substack Mar 29

Dreadful, yet still peepul stick with their own story….my own family included
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Zeus513 Mar 30

Wall St supposedly had a vax policy, most of them were given 'in house'. I've

mentioned this before, why do you not see any 'bank/investment' employee

related obits? Of all the 100's that Mark has posted, I have not seen one.

OTOH police, fire, teachers, local/state politicians are groups that seem to have a

higher rate of demise in addition to the groups you mention above.
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Mark Crispin Miller Mar 30 Author

A lot of financial types have dropped dead or fallen gravely I'll. I personally

know a fabulously wealthy financier who got jabbed and boosted, and had

his whole family do it too. Jacob Rothschild just dropped dead, no cause

given, a few weeks ago. The notion that those types were spared is

unsupported by the evidence.
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MrsSmithSaysSo Mar 30 · edited Mar 30

Good points. Forgot about all the cops, firemen, teachers, local/politicians.

As noted, there seems to be an unusually high rate among these groups.

Also highly vaxxed: Hospital staff, incl nurses and doctors, and EMTs. If the

Wall St'ers rec'd their shots in-house, then, could it be speculated that they

were just-for-show shots ? After all, for TPB, it's more important to keep the

money moving than to keep human beings breathing. Finally - and nearly

forgot - the airline industry. In fact, when doing some cursory research for

death numbers in my own county, I came across the cumulative percentage

of people in the US who had gotten at least one shot: 80 percent. Since I've

been more focused more on personal and family health, this finding was a

bit of a jolt for me.
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Zeus513 Mar 30

yes, 'just for show' probably B12 or saline because you know, 'too big

to fail' blah, blah, blah..

80% is a huge amount. i recall Fow-chi reiterating, ad nauseam, they

needed at least 60%? (or more) vaxxed to 'stop the spread' he must

be jumping for joy w/ 80.

There are so few of 'us' on this planet, it all seems futile at times.
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MrsSmithSaysSo Mar 30

Just listened to an intern MD speaking w/a long Covid patient, and

the intern calls this the "Post-Covid Era" in which many are in

shock and suffering a kind of post-war PTSS, as well and along

w/many who have been injured and are now debilitated and

disabled. The futile feeling, methinks, may have been by design.
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KundaliniAndCellTowers Mar 31

"Long-Covid"(along with Wuhan and Wet Market Bats): Just

more cons providing cover for what is actually vaxx damage.

The conservative press and alt medicine can't make a buck

these days unless they are on-board with these cons. Can't

blame Pfizer directly.
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MrsSmithSaysSo Mar 31

Point taken. The patient in the intvw had 1 shot, and

number of other health challenges. Though, there are

cases of LC in non-vaxxed people.
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SHARON MAHOE SHARON’s Substack Mar 29

I read all these and am sick, and lose heart, and then know of course you cannot

possibly stop sharing these lists….. I heard this evening that a former neighbor

suddenly has multiple health scares, all within the last few days….and of course yes, I

do believe over coming summer more will be announced…because a vac two years

ago, after all, catching up soon, right ?! …….I can only think of it as a bathtub being

forgotten and the water spreading all over the house, while everyone is watching

TV….suddenly they realize something is wrong, because the living room carpet is

soaked…. No words really….
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John Botica Shouting in space Mar 31 · edited Mar 31

Yep. This is just going to go on and on forever and a day… just silently grinding away in

the background, totally unreported by the mainstream media. The sudden deaths and

mysterious illnesses will increase exponentially over the coming years…. but still, no

one is allowed to point out the obvious. It’s a self-enforced and regulated code of

silence. The vaxxes have become the unspoken murderous holy water of the “new

normal.” It has essentially become a self imposed global suicide pact. I’ve come to

accept it for what it is. Nothing can stop it now.
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KundaliniAndCellTowers Mar 31

Well said. I will not go so far as to say "nothing can stop it now." But people seem

to be adapting to all this death way to readily; or as Naomi Wolf wrote in her

latest post, "The lights are going out" -- lights being a metaphor for joy,

optimism, aspiration, inspiration, peace, pride and the like. Humanity's collective

spirit has been dulled.
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John Botica Shouting in space Mar 31

Yes, unfortunately, I think Naomi is dead right on the mark. And, I'll still back

my claim that nothing can stop this now...

https://johnbotica.substack.com/p/the-tragic-reality-of-where-we-actually
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Chris Mar 29

Agreed.
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Patti Mar 31

Have never heard of so many people with so many illnesses before. The real kicker is

the people with no symptoms but turbo cancer kills them in a matter of weeks once

the symptoms do show up. That is absolutely due to the jab as are most of the other

reports Mark provides us weekly.
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Carl Eric Scott PostModernConservative Mar 31

It feels as if a key corner has been turned...

May God send us a prophet the people will finally listen to.
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Annie Mar 29

And this is just some of the many cases in the world. The enormity of all of this blows my

mind.
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Cathleen Mar 29 · edited Mar 29

Also Dr Willam Makis from Canada is doing something similar, he's on Substack too. Both

men are doing a great service for humanity.
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San Mar 30

Cathleen - except Dr Makis requires a paid subscription to be able to read the entire

article :(
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SeattleBear Mar 30

u can get his articles at globalresearch.ca free
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Cathleen Mar 30

shoot, I didn't know that since I am a paid subscriber to his substack.
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Wayne MacKenzie Mar 29

So many celebrities and those in the public eye
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Leslie Benjamini #

🟦

Mar 29

Female Brazilian body builder & powerlifting champion Rhayara Morais was found dead in her bed at her

flat.

https://nextgennews.org/2024/03/29/female-bodybuilding-champion-found-dead-at-34/
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Donald Wood Donald’s Substack Mar 29

maybe...tattoo poison....do they also have mrna
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Heinz Mar 29

They use a special brain rot formula

"It has been used as a preservative in vaccines, immunoglobulin preparations, skin test

antigens, antivenins, ophthalmic and nasal products, and tattoo inks."

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thiomersal
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Dr Linda Mar 29

Wow
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Leslie Benjamini #

🟦

Mar 29

It doesn’t stop.
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Nancy Mar 29

And the crazies want to lower CO2 levels, which will probably kill the rest of us!

😡🥲
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Webe1 Mar 29

Doesn’t even look like Beckindale.
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Jake Mar 29

The steady drip seems to be picking the pace up.
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D.K. Fynn D.K. Fynn: Sharing Thoughts Mar 29

Yeah, I was wondering about that, and I just made a comment asking if others seem to have noticed

this.
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Chris Akin Mar 29

I've heard the likely window for the onset of serious adverse events for the jabbed, if not in the first 5

years, will be wide open for another 15 years. We're almost 5 years in. I suspect the drips and drabs we've

seen so far may pick up in pace. It's conceivable that the body's resilience will over time be degraded by

the constant pressure of the mRNA and its deleterious effects on the immune system.
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John Mar 30

This is exactly what Dr. Dolores Cahill said in early 2020.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/Dxjp6nkwhWn8/
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Nicholas Wind Mar 30

And Dr Tenpenny, and the French Nobel prize winner and a few others exactly predicted this.

It's a CULLING.

On PURPOSE.

Period.
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Chris Akin Mar 30

Thanks for the link - antibody dependent enhancement is probably what's happening when the

jabbed who appear healthy people die from a brief illness.
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SHARON MAHOE SHARON’s Substack Mar 29

O M G
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Riff Raffer Riff’s Newsletter Mar 29

Thank you for your continuing efforts to wake people up. 

🙏
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Chris Kanon Mar 29

Nothing to see here, move along please!
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Donald Wood Donald’s Substack Mar 29

And they never condemn the vaxx. Afraid to combat the machine money,social standing,fear of the

unknown rule there lives.
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Just_Henry Mar 29

https://fenbendazole.substack.com safe, effective, available OTC, inexpensive medicine that can

eradicate most cancers. Read the Case Reports and become comfortable with fenben before a loved one

needs it.
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char char’s Substack Mar 29

Bet great info. will need to search elsewhere however, just cannot sign up for one more thing. But

thank you
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Just_Henry Mar 30

It’s completely free. Not even selling subscriptions

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

EasterNow EasterNow Mar 29

So when these famous, vain, super appearance conscious people post pictures of themselves in the

hospital, doesn't it make you wonder if some of this is an act? The gene therapies ARE causing cancers,

people are aware of this now. Oh, all the "important" people got sick too... just like me.

LIKED (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

SHARON MAHOE SHARON’s Substack Mar 29

Yes, in these situations I’m not the type who would take pictures of myself in hospital attire

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

JC Mar 29

From Andrew Bridgen, MP. Tweet about a UK TV celebrity who has lost all feeling in her legs.

https://x.com/ABridgen/status/1773650810733211778?s=20

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

SHARON MAHOE SHARON’s Substack Mar 29

Horrifying
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John Botica Shouting in space Mar 31 · edited Mar 31

I often wonder what the lower level grunts in the mainstream news media talk about round the water

cooler and in the corridors. Surely many of them know the fix is in? And these white fibrous clots being

found all over the world by embalmers in the bodies of the vaxxed dead… how is that slipping under the

radar?

LIKED (3) REPLY SHARE

Ripple Mar 30

Alongside his basketball and commentator career, Bill Walton is the world's tallest Deadhead. On 11/5/85,

his birthday, he brought almost the entire Celtics team, who would win the NBA championship that

season, to see the Grateful Dead. He's also part of a SoCal band called Electric Waste Band. I hope he

fully regains his health.

LIKED (3) REPLY SHARE

Cindi Mar 30

The plebs don’t matter but once the rich, famous & powerfully connected start dropping in droves, maybe

there will be accounting & comeuppance. I used to believe that surely THAT caliber wasn’t getting the

“real thing” but the Royal Family & a number of sports figures & entertainment “celebrities” have proved

me wrong. While I’m sure some were duped just like the little people, any that flogged the jab & made fun

of or castigated those smart enough to refuse have the karmic wheel about to steam roll them &

deservedly so

LIKED (3) REPLY SHARE

Hannahlehigh Mar 30

"Medical emergency" is the new explanation for heart attacks, strokes, cancer and autoimmune diseases,

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Mckeekitty Mar 29

So many names I never heard before.

Pity to learn about them under these circumstances...

LIKED (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Just_Henry Mar 30

Now they are famously stupid.
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Michael Folks Mar 29

Each,to a person, believed the Govt. BS of " Safe & Effective", paying now with their lives, with Deaths, and

lifelong impairments...
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Dan V Mar 31

Grim work
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TALKnet Mar 30

Must be global warming. We need a booster to boost the boosters and a new tax to fund the brave and

brilliant doctors who are stumped over the sudden rise of turbo cancers and sudden deaths.
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GFF2 Mar 30

There was one man in a WEF presentation who said they're working on a convenient way to have all

your individual carbon footprint data tracked for the global warming-- where you go, how you get

there, what you eat, what you buy and consume, Isn't it convenient how all the offered solutions,

whether terror, crime, immigration, climate, biosecurity involve increasing cradle-to-grave cattle-

tracking-like surveillance technology. It recalls how anthrax was used to gain consent for everyone

having their mail photographed, digitized, databased, tracked, traced for isolation and safety. It's the

turnkey infrastructure for social credit scoring and AI micromanagement. It was revealed on CNN just

after the Boston Marathon event that all phone calls are recorded and searchable. You can see the

writing on the wall.
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TALKnet Mar 30

Yes, and it would be depressing if I couldn't see how it's playing out. All corruption is self-

exposing so we can clean it up. With instant global communication between everyone, there are

no more secrets, and what was meant to enslave humanity is backfiring on the globalists and

their trained monkeys in politics, as more and more truth comes out, more whistleblowers, more

people waking up etc. This insane tracking tech will be used to take down the criminals. 2024

will see some explosive table-turning. Every move they make will backfire harder and faster now.
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ASK Mar 30

Glad that so many celebrities and sports and media people are stepping up to the plate to show us little

people how dangerous the shots are to health (as well as how mentally sick they are in their depraved

lives.) They are setting a great example of what not to do.

Once they are gone, maybe our society can eliminate the need to follow and admire people like this and

let go of our fascination of celebrity and follow our own common sense and values instead?
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Eccentrik Eccentrik’s Substack Mar 29

ughh... like watching a trainwreck in slow mo...

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Sacha Mar 29

So upsetting. Shame on those who did this to humanity.
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KoalaPower Mar 29

Also in Australia during the filming of Australian Idol, Marcia Hines was rushed to hospital, apparently

because of a sudden collapse due to her diabetes: https://www.skynews.com.au/lifestyle/im-very-sorry-

australian-idol-judge-marcia-hines-breaks-silence-after-collapsing-in-her-dressing-room-before-

grand-final/news-story/854c77b8176ef89806928f260dfc1954
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Howard Mar 30

Has anyone seen or heard anything about Bill Walton taking the shot(s), no pun intended?
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Dave S Mar 30

Hope Greg Gumbel is o.k. He's not like his asshole brother Bryant at all.
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Lawrence Lawrence’s Substack Mar 30

More carnage in the First Horseman's campaign. But this is just the beginning.

As GH Lang observed back in 1948 in his book, "The Revelation of Jesus Christ", "It will be a dreadfully

depopulated earth over which the Beast will reign and to which Messiah will later return".

All four are riding now, imo, but three haven't gotten to full tilt.

This is a conquest.

https://open.substack.com/pub/twowingsrev12/p/charge-of-the-horsemen?

r=ufiq4&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web
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Dan V Mar 31

Revelation 6:8 And I looked, and behold a pale horse: and his name that sat on him was death.....

LIKED (1) REPLY SHARE

Kate Mar 31

I used to listen to you Mark talk a lot about propaganda, but now I will unsubscribe from your substack.

Evidence is sorely needed and what you have been putting up is just innuendoe.

IT WOULD BE UNDENIABLY CLEAR OF MASS DEATHS BY NOW! You would not be able to hide it as it

would be such a catastrophic world wide event.

We are 3 years in and I know no one that got vaccinated and died or struck by sudden illness.

I have read proven vaccine deaths and there are many, but depopulation?

It is not happening.

I am unvaccinated as I believe in freedom of choice. I am aware the last 4 years there was something

undeniably wrong.

A hostile takeover.

LIKE REPLY (1) SHARE

Brian Mar 31

You say you know no one who has been struck by sudden illness or death. Do you actually have any

friends?

LIKED (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Kate Mar 31

Do you have any intelligence or just the one neuron Brain.....eerrrr I mean Brian?

You sound arrogant and bored and trolls the comment section to reply to random comments. 

🤣

🙄

 Embarrassing.

You must be fun at parties with all your friends!
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Mckeekitty Mar 31

All the ferrets died.

Pfizer requested 75 years to release details.

We have excess deaths.

Enough for me. Perhaps not for you, but enough for me.
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Brian Apr 2

Projection
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Anon Guy Mar 29

I love how you & your followers have zero shame in capitalizing on the real tragedies of sctual people in

furtherance of your baseless conspiracy nonsense. You really are all massive pieces of shit.

LIKE REPLY (6) SHARE

Mark Crispin Miller Mar 29 Author

How many shots have you had, "Anon Guy"?
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Chris Akin Mar 29

How'd he get in here?

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Anon Guy Mar 30

The question here is why do you gleefully try to use personal tragedies of others to push your

backwards, bullshit agenda? If you have enough evidence, why can't you make your case

without dragging others into your delusions?

Frankly, I hope that you and other medical disinformation peddling cretins are sued into oblivion.

You're worse than the most lurid tabloids in your utter disregard for decency and objective facts,

imo.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Mark Crispin Miller Mar 30 Author

"Gleefully"? There's no glee in these compilations. On the contrary.

Clearly you're beside yourself with rage and fear, and therefore only capable of vitriol. Try

to post a civil comment here. I'll bet you can't.

LIKED (9) REPLY (1) SHARE

Eileen Mar 30

Mark, I commend you for always keeping your cool, and responding with grace and

intelligence to those who seem not to understand what is truly happening. That in

itself is another tragedy. Keep up this critical and relevant work.
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SHARON MAHOE SHARON’s Substack Mar 29

Capitalizing!!! We are grieving and incapacitated and reeling, seeing how stupid and stubborn and

naive and……whatever, eventually whole families likely, right? Over coming months!!? Capitalizing.

Indeed. Incapacitating pilot vignettes, hmmm? One is nauseous from the visualizations…..the loss,

the egos, power greed, and detachment from human compassion and heart…..
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Anon Guy Mar 30

You know, people get sick and die every day. They did before the pandemic, they have after the

pandemic. All that's other stuff you've made up in your fevered imagination because you have

some ideé fixe regarding authority.
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Donald Wood Donald’s Substack Mar 30

Go to the life/disability insurance actuary info. for further education or go to Ed

Dowd substact this well educate you.
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Anon Guy Mar 30

Computer screens, like paper, will sit there and let you write anything you want on

them.
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I AM THE MOB Mar 30

In questions of science, the authority of a thousand is not worth the humble reasoning of a

single individual."

- Galileo Galilei

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

KundaliniAndCellTowers 22 mins ago

The sun revolves around the plane of the earth. Galileo was a psyop.
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Gina Mar 29

So please explain to me all knowing Anon Guy, how is Mark capitalizing on this? He is simply stating

that people are having strokes and getting cancer. Did you know about these injuries to all these

people before reading Mark's substack? You seem to imply this and find it within the norm. Since you

already knew this information then please tell us which one of these people did not get the jab. I

would truly love to know. Show us that it is the unvaxxed that are stroking out, that it is unvaxxed

athletes dying on the field, that it is unvaxxed newscasters fainting in their seats. Please I beg of you

Anon Guy (is your first name Al? Are you just fibbing with us?) share with us your wisdom, and prove

to use that there is no mRNA in your shite.
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KundaliniAndCellTowers 20 mins ago

Mark Crispin Miller has clearly become filthy rich with his dire reportage. A real career-making

move for him. /s
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Anon Guy Mar 30

Why would I try to debate with you? You're just a flat-earther type who is convinced that

whatever outlandish conspiracy you've bought into is real. Why? Are you poorly educated? Are

you overly credulous? Or are you just mad that our governments had us stay home and/or mask

up for our safety and that of others? Is it selfishness that is at the root of your absurd notions? I

saw a lot of that in 2020-2021 from petulant adults who acted no better than spoiled children.
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MusicMan Mar 30

Anon guy is a plant, a troll, a controlled op brain dead cultist.

Anytime anyone uses the words “conspiracy” or “conspiracy theory” in their condemnation response

immediately tells you they have an IQ of 3 above plant life.
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Anon Guy Mar 30

Yes, everyone is a 'plant' who doesn't agree with your retarded, unfounded claptrap. *rolls eyes*
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Mark Crispin Miller Mar 30 Author

If you're so confident of your position, why hide behind a pseudonym? And if your point is

so strong, why all the vicious language? Take the name-calling out of your comments, and

there's nothing left. In short, you've already lost the argument.
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Anon Guy Mar 30

Why should I reveal myself? So you and your low IQ goons could try to disrupt my life?

Cancel me, in other words? You know, the kind of stuff you alleged 'conservatives'

claim to despise but have zero compunctions about participating in? #hypocrisy
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KundaliniAndCellTowers 16 mins ago

Jesus is waiting for your atonement. There is still hope for you, Anon Guy.
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Anon Guy Mar 30

That's what I'd say too if I was rolling out names of innocent, tragedy stricken

individuals to shore up my delusional conspiracy nonsense and generate

views/shares. I'm I'd sure make all sorts of mental compromises to not feel like

scumbag.
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ASK Mar 30

This post highlights the personality changes of anger, violence and rudeness that many who have

had the shots and boosters now have. And an inability to see what is happening to others as a result

of the vax. Yet another side effect in addition to health issues and sudden death.
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Anon Guy Mar 30

Like I said in another comment, you conspiracy creeps make up more conspiracies when the

ones you've already concocted run up against objective reality. Sorry, I'm healthy and young

and starting a family with a woman who is also grounded in reality. We'll be living our lives while

the rest of you louts continue your scientifically illiterate circle jerk. :)
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The Boss Mar 30

Mark asked you a question & you totally avoided answering, you went into a rant to hide

that fact. Anyone not brainwashed can see Mark has & is putting up massive amounts of

deaths & injuries daily & you want people to believe you with zero evidence. Let me say

this, Anon you're in violent denial, cowardice made you a slave to propaganda. As Mark

asked, how many did you take? Anon, the only reason anyone would be uncomfortable

with facts is if the facts are detrimental to them. Anon is panicking cuz he knows he made a

grave error..
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Anon Guy Mar 30

I'm in denial about zilch. You're a delusional loser who is buying into a ridiculous

conspiracy being peddled by the likes of this Mark clown. This is all in your heads. I

honestly don't care if you losers want to proverbially jerk each other off reassuring

yourselves that your make believe scenarios are real. My problem is that you also vote

and reproduce. Hopefully your children won't or aren't as mentally stunted as you.
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The Boss Mar 30

What's with the constant insults & gutter language? The difference between

Mark & his readers & you is we all want to be wrong & like any good scientists we

have tested theories which have to be disproved. What have you disproved?

Why are you here & not too busy making babies? You are lost, you are trying to

force your own lack of confidence on everyone else. Let us all be real, if we are all

wrong we lose nothing, we were guardians ensuring no one gets a free pass, if

you're wrong you will lose your life. I don't see Mark or any of his readers

panicking but you, you are here for a reason, that reason is deep down you know

exactly what's happening but too cowardly to admit it. I don't have children,

another example of how you have no knowledge about a subject yet talk as if it's

fact, everyone can see through your infantile rants Anon. You can't be this

stubborn & angry if we are wrong. Everything you accuse others of is an

accurate description of yourself.
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Donald Wood Donald’s Substack Mar 30

fear is corrosive and you see it big time in Anon Guy.
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KundaliniAndCellTowers 14 mins ago

You can smell Anon Guy's fear. His world is crumbling before him.
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The Boss Mar 30

Absolutely..
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Anon Guy Mar 30

Cope and seethe, science denier. You're in good company with the flat

earthers, chem trail believers, sasquatch sighting etc lunatics. 

😂
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The Boss Mar 30

Still you haven't answered the question Anon, I bet you're so boosted you're

typing this from outer space...
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KundaliniAndCellTowers 13 mins ago

Sometimes pain killer addictions result in this kind of irrational behavior.
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Donald Wood Donald’s Substack Mar 30

Most people in the world KNOW there is something very very wrong about

MRNA!
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Anon Guy Mar 30

Most people =/= scientifically illiterate inbreds on a conspiracy page.
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The Boss Mar 30

And you ain't starting shit, you probably got zero sperm, you are so deluded it's unreal :)
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Anon Guy Mar 30

My wife is 8 months along and doing great. We're expecting twin girls. Plus I'm getting
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My wife is 8 months along and doing great. We're expecting twin girls. Plus I'm getting

a promotion at the end of the year at the company I work at as an engineer. Enjoy your

food stamps and disability check. :)

LIKE (1) REPLY (2) SHARE

The Boss Mar 30 Liked by Mark Crispin Miller

"My wife is 8 months along and doing great. We're expecting twin girls. Plus I'm

getting a promotion at the end of the year at the company I work at as an

engineer. Enjoy your food stamps and disability check. "

This says it all Anon, do you know miscarriages are 75% among vaxed mothers? I

hope it doesn't happen to you, you seem to be a selfish low life really, you don't

care about anyone but yourself & that's why this happened in the first place. You

seem to try hard to try disprove everything we say with LIES, I bet ya some lonely

old man, the US does food stamps & the world isn't the US. You know you will

make up any lies to try win a debate, no one is debating you Anon, we are trying

to stop the madness & save lives, all you are is a keyboard warrior, whatever

anyone says if it seems you're losing you'll lie, I hope you have a good life, are

never sick needing support, never injured needing help, never lose your job

needing basic support. I guarantee most people here have better lives than you,

but losing Anon is here to get his own way or he'll revert to the character

assassination playbook even though he has zero knowledge about anyone, you

sure you're an engineer not a gov shill. You really are the worse this world has to

offer, you really can't be this nasty & be having a good life, simply not possible.

LIKED (10) REPLY SHARE

Mckeekitty Mar 30

Looks like your prego wife liked your comment!

What a keeper!

LIKED (3) REPLY SHARE

Donald Wood Donald’s Substack Mar 30

These horrible events are real and probably caused by the vaxx.And it is incumbent that the family

and the whole world know and do not hide but speak out and hold the guilty ones accountable, are

you guilty Anon Gut-less?

LIKED (2) REPLY SHARE

D.K. Fynn D.K. Fynn: Sharing Thoughts Mar 29

Not that I keep track, but are all the names in the headline/title and sub-headline recent? It looks like a lot

of the dates are from this month.

Does it seem that these reports are accelerating--that every few months, the number of celebrity mishaps

increases noticeably?

LIKED (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Mark Crispin Miller Mar 29 Author

They're all from this month. These are compilations of new or recent items.

LIKED (8) REPLY (1) SHARE

D.K. Fynn D.K. Fynn: Sharing Thoughts Mar 29 · edited Mar 29

In your estimation (doesn't have to be a calculation), are they accelerating?

LIKED (2) REPLY (2) SHARE

Mark Crispin Miller Mar 30 Author

They are certainly accelerating.

LIKED (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

J. Harris Mar 30

There’s something going on with the jabbed peeps! All my clients are jabbed and I

keep getting horribly sick from their shedding. I’m a “sensitive” person as I have CIRS

(chronic inflammatory response syndrome) so I’m greatly affected.

LIKED (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

Eileen Mar 30

Try and keep contact time short, and make sure you are beefing up on essential

supplements to keep illness at bay. Some take ivermectin as a prophylactic as

they say it helps. I try and avoid the jabbed as much as possible but it is not

easy...too many of them.

LIKED (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

J. Harris Mar 30

I’ve been on an aggressive dose of Ivermectin per the FLCCCs Recover

Protocol for nearly 2 months and I still got really sick!! I might try FenBen

next.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Lyn Mar 29

IMO they are, lists seem to be so much longer lately.

LIKED (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

D.K. Fynn D.K. Fynn: Sharing Thoughts Mar 30

Yeah, it's unfourtunate. It's quite astonishing that a lot of people haven't realized

what's happening. They must be in denial, just don't know, are wilfully ignorant or...I

don't know.

I think that, unfourtunately, there's going to be a mass death event: a lot of people

dying in such large numbers that it'll be undeniably obvious that something's gone

wrong. (And, even then, people may fall for some nonsense explanation, like climate

change.)

For an awakening to occur, there might have to be a noticeable number of deaths, and

people will have to come to be told what the true cause is.
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Donald Wood Donald’s Substack Mar 30

read the genius named Anon Guy

LIKED (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

D.K. Fynn D.K. Fynn: Sharing Thoughts Mar 30

I did a few searches for Anon Guy, but I don't believe I was able to track it

down to one person. Is this Anon Guy have on Substack or another

platform?

LIKED (1) REPLY (2) SHARE

KundaliniAndCellTowers 9 mins ago

Anon Guy is a bot from a Chinese Pfizer facility.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Donald Wood Donald’s Substack Mar 30

do not know, probably Mark well take care of it
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